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Out with wet ink, in with Acrobat DC

H iding at the back of the room during 
an April seminar, I checked e-mail on 

my iPad. A prospective client had sent me an 
NDA to sign and date. I opened this Word 
document using Adobe’s recently released 
Acrobat Document Cloud (DC), converted it 
to a PDF, signed and dated it using a stylus 
and the companion Fill & Sign app, and sent 
it back. Elapsed time: three minutes.

Mike Dillon will chuckle when he 
reads this. 

“This is my fourth stint as general counsel 
of a company,” says the senior vice-president 
at Adobe Systems Inc. “At every other place 
I’ve worked, I used to get stacks of papers 
every week that I would sign using wet ink. 
In the first three months of this year, I’ve 
signed one ‘wet ink’ document at Adobe.”

DC mobile apps most readily show Adobe’s 
vision of enhancing document workflows. 
For instance, people photograph documents 
using mobile devices to create digital copies. 
Those copies often suffer from uneven light-
ing, slanted perspective, even the wrong 
orientation, so the company poured some 
Photoshop know-how into DC to help people 
turn those photos into usable PDFs. 
Enhancement technology includes auto-
matic text improvement, background noise 

and shadow removal, and the ability to 
“straighten” documents and fix perspectives.

Chris French, senior product manager, 
Acrobat solutions for Adobe, adds that the 
Photoshop magic extends to DC’s enhanced 
OCR capabilities. The edit tool examines 
visual representations of the fonts “and it cre-
ates glyphs of all the fonts on the page so that 
if I change some content, the changes look 
similar to other fonts on the page,” French 
says. Those glyphs match the imperfections 
of scanned fonts so the changes don’t look 
obvious, and editors aren’t obliged to dig up 
the original to make edits. (French is quick to 
tout security measures people can add to 
PDFs to prevent such changes.)

As with many other software packages, 
people can customize DC’s interface to show 
the tools they use most often. Adobe takes 
this design-your-own-workspace tactic fur-

ther by enabling people to choose their pre-
ferred tools from an “app store” interface 
equipped with a search tool, and preserving 
the chosen tool set across all devices on 
which people work with Acrobat

This second convenience is part of Mobile-
Link, Adobe’s method of synchronizing a DC 
licensee’s workspace across devices. The sim-
ple, attractive design works well on laptop, 
tablet and mobile phone screens, and the 
consistency makes it easy to switch from one 
screen to another.

In addition to keeping tool sets consist-
ent from computer to tablet to phone, 
MobileLink loads recently-accessed docu-
ments, documents left open at the spot 
where users stop working on them, licen-
see signatures, and strings of text previ-
ously used to complete forms

Acrobat DC recognizes fields based on 
nearby labels (e.g. “name,” “date,” “address,” 
“signature”). Once Acrobat scans a docu-
ment, it guesses at the contents of fields it 
finds based on labels located nearby, and 
automatically fills them in. Users can correct 
Adobe’s guesses when necessary.

When document workflows involve several 

people (for annotations, review, signatures 
and so forth), DC gives document owners the 
ability to e-mail links to documents stored in 
the cloud. Those links replace e-mail attach-
ments, and the documents appear in web 
browsers where parties can sign or annotate 
as needed. (Cue sighs of relief from e-discov-
ery experts coast to coast.) Recipients can 
also use the free Adobe Reader software to 
sign and annotate PDFs.

Document owners can use DC to route 
PDFs to various people and track the 
document’s progress so they can respond 
more quickly to workflow bottlenecks 
when required.

“Many lawyers are still reluctant to accept 
anything but a wet ink signature,” Dillon 
notes. “I like to point out that a wet signature 
can be faked. With this new technology, 
there’s more evidence of a signature being 
authentic. You know when something was 
sent to somebody, you know when it was 
opened, you know when it was returned, you 
know when they applied an e-signature.”

Document Cloud connects to Adobe’s Mar-
keting Cloud and Creative Cloud. It also 
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Are you tired of the worn hallways and dated boardrooms of 
your Bay Street law firm?

Has the pervasive misery of the Path got you down? 

Did your current in-house position fail to deliver the Promised 
Land? 

And now we’re doing this … 

Think Research is a disruptive software company that is 
changing the way healthcare is delivered across Canada, in the 
U.S. and EU. 

We pride ourselves on the excellence of our technology, people 
and culture.   

We are looking for a practical corporate lawyer to join our 
diverse and driven leadership team. 

Reporting directly to the CEO, you will be responsible for a 
broad spectrum of matters including licensing, SaaS, 
shareholder and partnership agreements, corporate 
restructurings, corporate finance, securities matters, mergers 
and acquisitions, managing an intellectual property strategy 
and corporate governance. 

You have 5 to 7 years of post-call experience gained from a 
reputable law firm or similar in-house experience. 

Direct applications to Tanya Woit, Manager, Human Resources 
through careers@thinkresearchgroup.com 
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Process: Be open, honest 
with internal candidate

Adobe: Desktop version 
offers more than mobile

pany evolves over time and the bar is 
raised on performance,” he says. “The 
growth of the company has essentially out-
grown people in the company. That’s why 
you would go external.” He did stress, 
though, that it’s important internal and 
external candidates are put under the 
same scrutiny in the hiring process. 

Of course, there are dangers with turn-
ing too often to external hires. A firm 
risks demoralizing the workforce and 
being saddled with a high turnover rate, 
says Croucher. 

“It’s a pretty delicate balance,” says 
Abbott, whose firm tries to start with an 
articling student or a summer student who 
can rise through the ranks and is “trained 
the way we want them.” 

It’s also important to guard against creat-
ing an expectation of an internal promo-
tion, says Abbott. You don’t want lawyers to 
simply think if they put in a certain amount 

of time, they’re guaranteed to make part-
ner. “They’ve got to work for it,” he says, like 
the lawyer at his firm who leaped ahead of 
two colleagues because of diligent toil. 

If a company does decide to go with an 
external hire, firms would be wise to have 
specific conversations with internal candi-
dates who lost out on the job so they might 
understand the reasons why. 

“I think the worst thing a company can 
do is not be transparent,” said Rodney. 
Don’t pay lip service with empty justifica-
tions like the firm needed someone to 
remain in their existing role, or couldn’t 
backfill, he warns. 

“What a firm needs to do to sustain mor-
ale is explain in objective terms why a 
person from the outside was elected over a 
person inside,” he says. 

And then lay out a plan that will help the 
employee grow and develop so that next 
time, he or she will be well positioned to 
earn the promotion. 

Continued from page 20
ships with a connector for Microsoft Share-
Point. Adobe plans to release other connect-
ors as well as an application programming 
interface (API) that developers can use to 
connect DC to their systems.

Many DC features integrate the desktop-
based Acrobat with cloud computing which, 
in legal circles, causes concern. Productivity 
enhancements aside, Canadian lawyers 
might not look past the U.S.-based servers 
that host Document Cloud.

French wants to reassure Canadian attor-
neys that Adobe is aware of their cloud com-
puting concerns. “We hope to have data cen-
tres in other countries online before the end 
of the year,” he says. He doesn’t yet know 
which regions will get servers first.

“We have two other very large cloud service 
businesses and we face the same constraints 
with those,” Dillon says, adding that dealing 
with those constraints is part of the com-
pany’s “natural road map.”

The mobile DC tools live up to expecta-
tions, though they are limited compared to 
the desktop. Tasks like enhancing scans, for 
instance, can only be done on the desktop. 
The desktop is also the only place where a 
licensee can set the tool set.

I used the desktop app to embed a video in 
an existing PDF. Playback happens on my 
Mac but all I got on the iPad and iPhone ver-
sions of Acrobat was an image of the 
video — no playback. Adobe experts 
explained that DC relies on media players 
installed on devices used to access PDFs. It’s 
a puzzling oversight given how amazingly 
consistent Adobe made the desktop and 
mobile Acrobat experiences.

Adobe offers DC Standard and Pro as sin-
gle “perpetual” licences that authorize the 
software on two devices. To get either on an 
unlimited number of devices, users can opt 
for the cloud subscription service. The sub-
scription service also enables more features 
than the perpetual licence.
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Huron-Perth Children’s Aid Society

Has an immediate opening for an
IN-HOUSE LEGAL COUNSEL

Reporting to Senior Counsel, the candidate will bring to the agency proven litigation skills, 
superior dispute resolution techniques and the ability to work co-operatively with agency 
staff and the local bar. Legal Counsel will assist staff in attempting to ¿ rst resolve matters 
out of court, preparing for court and representing the agency in court; participate as a 
member of our child protection team and be involved in all aspects of planning the service 
to the child and family through consultation and training to agency staff on matters related 
to their work within the Child and Family Services Act.

The candidate will be a member in good standing of the Law Society of Upper Canada with 
knowledge of the Child and Family Services Act, preferably with some years experience 
in child welfare matters. We offer an excellent bene¿ t package and a competitive salary.
Please submit your resume by July 1, 2015 to: Shelly Crovetto, Manager of Human 
Resources, Huron-Perth Children’s Aid Society, 639 Lorne Avenue East, Stratford, ON 
N5A 6S4, or by fax to (519) 275-2360.

Safe Children, Con¿ dent Youth, Resilient Adults

Date: June 1, 2015

Ad#: 36514_Halfnight & 
McKinlay

Have you checked all of the following?

____ Spelling (especially of all names)

____ All phone and fax numbers

____ Mailing and street addresses

	 O.K. as is

	 Changes as indicated

Signature _____________________

Please email this ad back

 LITIGATION ASSOCIATE

Halfnight & McKinlay is an insurance litigation boutique, specializing in 
coverage advice and the defence of first and third-party claims, primarily 
arising under commercial property, liability, and fidelity policies. Our 
focus is on the more complex aspects of insurance work and our practice 
requires an aptitude for legal analysis and litigation strategy.

We are seeking a junior associate with up to 2 years of litigation experience 
and a strong academic record. This is an ideal opportunity for an energetic 
new call eager to develop expertise in a specialized and challenging 
area of law. Please reply in confidence with résumé, cover letter and law 
school transcript to Ms. Roni Patricio (rpatricio@halfnightlaw.com).

65 Front Street East, Suite 201, Toronto
www.halfnightlaw.com

Associate Lawyer – Family Law 
	

Harrison Pensa is a full service law firm based in London, Ontario, with expertise in
business law, litigation and personal legal services including family, wills and
estate, and personal injury law. Personal and business clients throughout
southwestern Ontario, across Canada and internationally turn to us every day for
our proven skills and trusted counsel.	
	
We are seeking an Associate Lawyer to join our Family Law Practice Group. The
ideal candidate will have 5 or more years’ experience in this area of law, and be a
collaborative, highly organized, detail oriented team player. The successful
candidate will be an individual who exhibits initiative and who thrives in a high
volume, fast paced environment. 	
	
This is a great opportunity to work with expert and highly regarded practitioners
on exciting and complex matters.	
	
London, Ontario is a great place to live. Located in the heart of Southwestern
Ontario, London has the benefit of affordable housing, easy commutes and a
variety of entertainment and shopping….all the amenities of the big city without
the challenges.	
	

To apply to this position, please submit a cover letter and resume to: 	
hr@harrisonpensa.com 	

	
For more information about our firm, please visit our website at 	

www.harrisonpensa.com 	
	

While all submissions are appreciated, only those candidates selected for an  
interview will be contacted.  	

All applications will be held in strictest confidence. 	

Download RFP documents at:

	 	
INTEGRITY COMMISSIONER

Deadline: Fri., July 3, 2015, 2:00 PM, EDT
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